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 Lincoln as Image Maker for his Campaign 

 

“He regrets his want of education, and does what he can to supply the want.”1 These 
words, from the “Autobiography written for John Scripps,” not only demonstrate Lincoln’s 
typical modest view of himself but also his diligence in crafting his image as a political 

candidate, responding to political criticisms, and emphasize his appeal as a self-made man.   
Lincoln, recent Republican Presidential candidate, wrote the autobiography in early June 

of 1860 shortly following his nomination in May, to John Locke Scripps, managing editor of The 
Press and Tribune, of Chicago. The paper was a strong supporter of Lincoln.2  Scripps, after 
receiving this initial autobiography from Lincoln, followed up with interviews with Lincoln and 

his political intimates, and with additional research, expanded the original 6-page autobiography 
originally sent from Lincoln to a 16,000-word article on the "Life of Lincoln" published in both 

the New York Tribune and Chicago’s Press and Tribune. The resulting biography became the 
most widely distributed biography, "Life of Lincoln," and functioned as a crucial campaign 
document during his run for the presidency in 1860.3 

The creation of the Scripps biography was crucial to the launching of the Lincoln/Hamlin 
campaign in 1860 as “campaign biographies constituted a major feature of nineteenth century 

political campaigning.”4  Lincoln’s six-page biography astutely revealed his past to serve his 
current political ambitions.  In the close reading video of the “Autobiographic Sketch December 
20, 1859" to Jesse Fell, Professor Pinkster pointed out the political skill in this earlier biography 

by noting that Lincoln, in giving his ancestral history, connects himself to many of the major 
electoral college states and all the major professions of the day.5  We see this same savvy used 
yet again as Lincoln, now the official Republican candidate, attaches himself to the states of 

Kentucky, Pennsylvania, Virginia, North Carolina, Tennessee, Missouri, Illinois, Indiana, and 
Iowa.6   These states represented one hundred and thirteen Electoral College votes out of the 

three hundred and three possible votes.7  Also, throughout the autobiography Lincoln describes 
his various professions – farmer, logger, clerk, soldier, merchant, postmaster, surveyor, state 
legislator, lawyer, Congressman, and even his "thought of learning the blacksmith trade."8  

                                                 
1Abraham Lincoln, “Autobiography Written for John Scripps circa June 1860,” House 

Divided: The Civil War Research Engine at Dickinson College, Accessed July 5, 2016, 

http://hd.housedivided.dickinson.edu/node/40403.  
2M.L. Houser, forward to 1860 Campaign: Life of Lincoln (Peoria, Ill.: Edward Jacob, 

1951: Internet Archive funded by the University of Illinois Urbana Champaign, 2012), 
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Group, 2009; iBook, 2010). 
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Lincoln makes a connection with the majority of the American population and most of the 
professions of the time.9   

Throughout his writing, Lincoln makes clear his political beliefs and relationships, from 
describing himself as a "Clay man" and his actions as a Whig politician to explaining his return 

to the political stage after "his profession had almost superseded the thought of politics in his 
mind, when the repeal of the Missouri compromise aroused him as he had never been before."10  
Despite calling himself a Clay supporter earlier in the document, Lincoln briefly mentions his 

switch to support Taylor in the 1848 election. "In 1848, during his term in Congress, he 
advocated Gen. Taylor's nomination for the Presidency, in opposition to all others, and also took 

an active part for his election…."11 While Lincoln “leaned toward Clay and his ideas,” he played 
the role of a partisan and according to Historian, Ronald White, “supported Taylor for strictly 
pragmatic reason:  The Whigs needed to win.”12 

A large part of the autobiography discusses the Mexican War and Lincoln's strong 

opposition to that war while a Congressman. While the biography stops in the year 1856, it was 

not written until 1860 well after the Lincoln-Douglas debates.  Lincoln seems to be taking the 

opportunity to address at length accusations made against him during these debates, "Douglas 

virtually accused Lincoln of treason for his stand on the Mexican War" and Douglas then went 

on to accuse Lincoln of voting against supplying American troops in Mexico.13  Lincoln is 

clearly responding to these accusations: “A careful examination of the Journals and 

Congressional Globe shows that he voted for all the supply measures which came up.”14  Lincoln 

attempts to answer political jabs at his leisure and to erase from voters minds any doubt as to his 

intent.    

 Most notably absent politically is the lack of the discussion of slavery in the document; 

Lincoln mentions the word slavery only twice. First speculating it as a secondary reason for his 

family's move from Kentucky, and then stating rather obliquely, "A. with Dan Stone, another 

representative of Sangamon, briefly defined his position on the slavery question; and so far as it 

goes, it was then the same that it is now.”15  Perhaps this omission is an attempt to dispel the 

accusations he had encountered while canvassing in 1856 that he and other Republicans were 

                                                 
9Matthew Pinsker, “Understanding Lincoln: Autobiographical Sketch (1859)” (lecture, 

Gilder Lehrman Institute, New York, accessed June 29, 2016), http://vimeo.com/69800207. 
10Abraham Lincoln, “Autobiography Written for John Scripps circa June 1860,” House 

Divided: The Civil War Research Engine at Dickinson College, Accessed July 5, 2016, 
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11Lincoln, “Autobiography for John Scripps.” 
12 Ronald C. White, A. Lincoln: A Biography (New York: Random House Publishing 

Group, 2009; iBook, 2010), 313. 
13Michael Burlingame, Abraham Lincoln: A Life (Baltimore, John Hopkins University 

Press, 2008), http://www.knox.edu/about-knox/lincoln-studies-center/burlingame-abraham-
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“abolitionists” and in reaction to the “Democrats’ racial demagoguery” during the Fremont 

campaign.16 

Lincoln, at the end of the document, describes his support for Republican candidates 

across the state of Illinois in 1856 and his stumping across for their election.  According to 

biographer Ronald White, "Lincoln had played a vital role in the 1856 election" and due to his 

assistance "Republican's had won the complete state ticket."17 As a result, Lincoln took a 

“leading” role in the party despite being “without office.”18  

During the nineteenth century, there was a new respect for the idea of the self-made man, 

and society judged people on their individual character rather than their familial ties.19  Lincoln 

in this autobiography describes his father as “a wandering laboring boy, and grew up litterally 

[sic] without education. He never did more in the way of writing than to bunglingly sign his own 

name.”20  His biographers' agree that Lincoln was embarrassed by his humble family and his 

origins in "poverty.21 He clearly owns up to his lack of formal education, “A. now thinks that the 

agregate [sic] of all his schooling did not amount to one year,”22 but also then humbly shares his 

own efforts at self-improvement: 

What he has in the way of education, he has picked up. After he was twentythree, 

and had separated from his father, he studied English grammar, imperfectly of 

course, but so as to speak and write as well as he now does. He studied and 

nearly mastered the Six-books of Euclid, since he was a member of Congress.23 
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Lincoln follows this by walking the reader through his many professions, and an image emerges 

of a hardworking man willing to take risks to improve through toil and effort.  His sense of 

humor is also apparent in the silly story he shares about attempting to drive hogs onto a boat and 

the folly of the owner sewing their eyes and then needing to cart them instead.  He also 

acknowledges his own political reputation as the rail-splitter, when he briefly mentions his “rail 

enterprize'' and his cousin John Hanks.24  He discusses how he was urged to study the law after 

his election to the state legislature, “[a]fter the election he borrowed books of Stuart, took them 

home with him, and went at it in good earnest. He studied with nobody. He still mixed in the 

surveying to pay board and clothing bills.”25  Lincoln shares what it means to rise from the 

bottom and, through his own scrappy efforts, rise to the top, but this is a tightly and tenuously 

shared autobiography with carefully chosen stories to share. "Lincoln’s sparse account tells us as 

much as he wanted the public to know.”26 

 Lincoln, in his longest attempt at autobiography,27 skillfully weaves a sparse tale that 

crafted his image as a political candidate, answered contemporary political criticisms, and 

reinforced his appeal as a self-made man.  Eventually, the biography created from this document 

by John Scripps would become a bestseller and ultimately as his only authorized biography gain 

great historical importance.28 
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